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PARAN is a Maasai word used by all 

Maasai transboundary territorial sec-

tions (in Kenya and Tanzania) to mean 

mutual sharing and support. It is a social 

strategy used to uplift, support and stabi-

lize members of the community who 

have been hard hit by a calamities for 

instance when a family loses all its asset 

during a drought – they are welcome to 

live with relatives and “livestock loans” 

are donated by the community. 

ABOUT PARAN ALLIANCE  

OUR SCOPE  

The geographical focus of PARAN is Marsa-

bit, Isiolo, Laikipia and Samburu (MILS).  

With the potential members who have ex-

pressed interest in joining the Alliance, the 

geographic scope widens further to cover 

Laikipia, Samburu, Isiolo, Baringo, Turkana, 

Marsabit, Kajiado, West Pokot counties and 

by extension northern Tanzania and Southern 

Ethiopia due to the cross border engagement 

with Southern Ethiopia Oromia Pastoralists 

and Northern Tanzania Maasai and parts of 

Northern Uganda Karamoja. 
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OUR PARTNERS: 

PARAN is about building relationships 

and caring about one another – so we can 

stand strong collectively. It is an indige-

nous knowledge and strategy for wellbe-

ing that continue to be practiced at the 

family, clan and community levels and 

occasionally between communities that 

share common resources. 

PARAN was initiated by five indigenous 

organisations:  Kivulini Trust, SWT, 

Waso Trust land, Indigenous strategies 

and Institution for Development and  

IMPACT.  

PARAN membership has since increased 

from the 23 CSOs distributed across the 

country to a membership of 46 this year.  

PARAN recognises that Alliances are 

innovatively designed and started, they 

don’t just happen – and intends to work 

on this aspect. 
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SUMMARY OF THE REPORT 

This report consolidates the one-year activities implemented by PARAN through 

IMPACT being the grant holder and convener of PARAN Alliance. In achieving the 

overall goal, PARAN became instrumental in carrying out ground toothing  

awareness creation and popularizing the network in Northern rangelands.  

By the end of the year, the Alliance membership has increased from 5  

founding members to 46 CSOs as from the “Learning and Linking Forum”. 

Cross border interest are still there with a focus on regional learning and collabora-

tions though it has not taken shape yet.  

In building collaboration and partnerships IMPACT-PARAN through CJRF and 

TCF support, organized all-inclusive multi-stakeholder and multi-disciplinary  

dialogue. IMPACT-PARAN have promoted grassroots social movement building 

through Community Forest Associations, Water  

Resource Users Associations, women Groups, youth /Moran events and  

strengthening traditional institutional governance systems and use Alternative  

Disputes Resolution mechanisms in land related and natural resource-based  

conflicts. 

The report therefore is arranged according to the activities and the anticipated out-

comes as measure of achieved results. The challenges experienced during the  

implementation and the lessons learnt. 

 

PARAN members at a learning and linking forum 
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Key result 1:  

Support to member “baringo women & youth 
organization” in the implementation of the 

baringo project 

The project titled ‘Baringo Flood Resilience Project -  

Improved Management of Climate-Induced Impacts of 

Floods by Returnees and Host Families around Lake 

Baringo’, was implemented by PARAN alliance through  

IMPACT TRUST. The project period was 7 months, with its  

main aim being to reduce induced impacts of floods on com-

munities that live on the shores of lake Baringo, such as dis-

placement of the communities, adversely affecting their live-

lihoods.  

Several monitoring visits were conducted by IMPACT-

PARAN Team at the project site, and several online meet-

ings as well as emails conversations that shaped up the  

project implementation in the scheduled period.  

 

THEMATIC FOCUS 1: 

CAPACITY STRENGTHENING FOR PARAN ALLIANCE MEMBERS  

Key result 3:  

Food festival to showcase indigenous food 
systems and to celebrate  

worlds’ food day 

Organization of the first indigenous food festival where the 

indigenous technologies and adaptive capacity will be show-

cased by the constituent communities in Northern Rangelands. 

To link with World food day, IMPACT under the umbrella of 

PARAN Alliance organized indigenous food festival themed 

“Our Indigenous Food Systems Our Future”. The food festival 

brought together 11 communities from Northern rangelands 

that showcased their traditional food systems at Gotu Kampi  

Simpire in Isiolo County. The goal of the food festival was to 

rejuvenate food systems of indigenous people to promote  

climate change adaptations and resilience. 

 

Key result 2:  

Dialogue meeting  on revitalizing traditional food systems 

The main purpose of the meeting was to discuss keenly the traditional food systems and  

further expound the discussion to cover the country at large and the whole world. The FAO meat 

production report mentions that Kenya is one of the countries that have not satisfied its own food 

system. The world is also focusing on Kenya and other countries for food production such as the 

commercial farms on the slopes of Mt. Kenya. However, the question is, how do we protect our 

own food systems? Securing Pastoralists rights and guardianship of their land through advancing 

agroecological solutions in Kenya’s Northern Rangelands. New models of engagement of the 

youth in traditional food production and sharing are tested and implemented. 

PARAN members aim 

to work together in a 

coordinated approach, 

learn and over time, 

generate a sustained 

flow of collective and 

individual actions, 

activities and lasting 

positive impact” 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Monitoring of member Baringo Women and Youth  
Organization Project in Baringo County 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Women  slaughtering a goat at the food festival 
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Key result 5 :  

Sang’ida foundation 2021-2023 strategic plan 

PARAN alliance purposes to strengthen its members both in their individual and collective activities. With regard to this, 

PARAN supported the Sang’ida foundation, a member of the alliance representing People Living with Disability (PWDs), in 

developing their strategic plan. This was made possible through a 3-day exercise that brought together a variety of stakeholders 

from the county government, other non-pastoralists CSOs working in Laikipia and the National council representative. The exer-

cise saw the development of the draft strategic plan which is on review for recommendations by the board of Sang’ida whether it 

reflects the aspirations of the foundation. The draft strategic plan 2021-2023 is anchored on 5 main objectives with each having 

an array of activities for the realization of its thematic scope. 

Key result 4 :  

Sub grant to gurapau to undertake  
community land registration 

PARAN Alliance paid a visit to Elmolo community and met the 

leadership since they requested for assistance to enable them to 

self-organize and mobilize the community to create awareness 

on the Community Land Act and to initiate the process. 

Through the support, the Elmolo community have been able to 

define the community and their land with the submission of 

their inventories to the National Land Commission. The office 

of NLC has taken the issue on the basis that the Elmolo are a 

minority and the fear of them being short-changed or absorbed 

by the major Gabbra and Borana community from Marsabit.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

IMPACT/PARAN visit to Gurapau  
community 

“Alliances are  

purposely created by  

organizations,  

individuals or networks as 

pathways to  

solving difficult,  

complex and challenging 

problems and deliver  

lasting  

positive impact ” 

Key result 6 :  

Mukogodo girls empowerment program (MGEP)  

strategic plan 

PARAN Alliance supported Mukogodo Girls Empowerment Program 

(MGEP), a member of the alliance to develop their strategic plan. This 

exercise, with the guidance of the alliance, brought together a mix of 

stakeholders, the county government, other non-pastoralists CSOs work-

ing in Laikipia and the National council representative. The 3-day exercise 

yielded the draft strategic plan that is on review for recommendations by 

the board of MGEP on whether it reflects the aspirations of the organiza-

tion.  
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THEMATIC FOCUS 2 : BUILDING  SOCIAL MOVEMENTS  

Key result 1 :  

Increased social movement through membership 

PARAN Alliance membership has increased from the 23 CSOs distributed across the country to a membership of 46. This has 

been attributed to the collective efforts and joint activities that culminated with learning and linking forum that was held in De-

cember 14th -16th, 2021. The membership is inclusive and through this forum a structure was established where the advisory 

council would be the decision-making arm consisting of 11 members. Among this we have 5 women,4 men and 2 youth. The 

membership has been formalized through applications by the interested institutions and modalities membership established. 

THEMATIC FOCUS 3 :  

ESTABLISHING FUNCTIONAL INSTITUTIONAL AND ORGANIZATIONAL 

SYSTEM 

Key result 1 :  

Formalization of paran alliance  
registration as a company limited by  

guarantee 

Initially the Alliance was founded as a loose network. To 

ensure that it’s open for other members other than the 5-

founding organization, the thinking has changed and this has 

led to the development of the Constitution that will guide the 

alliance in terms of membership category and criteria, gov-

ernance structure that is lean to avoid dominance and bureau-

cratic communication.   

Among the requirements were: 

 Alliance by laws/ articles of association 

 Institutional governance structure and governing com-

mittees 

 

 

Organizational alliance charter : This is what the alliance 

members subscribe to as to what they believe and hold as 

guiding. This the values and the principles for their operations 

as a coalition and in the event one of the members does not 

practice them demands reprimand either through suspension 

or otherwise. 

Key result 2 :  

Free prior informed consent (FPIC)  
guideline document developed and ready for validation 

PARAN Alliance in collaboration with grassroot communities and Community-based  

Natural Resources management committees, through the facilitation of a consultant produced an 

FPIC to guide investments whether state or non-state. Communities must be; consulted before 

any undertakings are carried out, involved from the beginning and their active participation in 

Environmental and Social Impact Assessments (ESIA) to ensure compliance with the safeguards. 

Strengthening 

Grassroots social 

movements through 

Learning, Linking 

and Leveraging for 

Space, Voice and 

Resources 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Task force meeting to review the Alliance By-laws and 

strategic plan 
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Key result 1 :  

Impact MoU with the national land  
commission 

PARAN members have built a collaborative relationship with  

National agencies such as the office of the Ministry of Envi-

ronment and Natural Resources. IMPACT as the convener of 

the alliance entered into an MoU with the National Land 

Commission and some of the key milestones achieved were: 

 The development of the Community Land Atlas that 

indicates all community lands in the piloted 24 selected 

counties. 

 The National Community land Summit 

The National Land Summit brought more than 200 partici-

pants representing the national and devolved government top 

officials, community from the 24 selected counties and part-

ners who contributed to the summit either through direct or 

indirect funding. The summit strengthened the partnership 

between the CSOs, communities and the government becom-

ing an avenue to open dialogue, build trust and to demystify 

the notion that CSOs and government are antagonists. At the 

alliance members’ level, their areas of collaboration at the 

counties, has been cemented with counties interests to come 

up with county community land policies. 

THEMATIC FOCUS 4 :  

BUILDING A COLLABORATION WITH NATIONAL AND COUNTY 
GOVERNMENT  

THEMATIC FOCUS 5 :  

KNOWLEDGE SHARING BY LINKING AND LEARNING VISITS 

Key result 1 :  

Learning and linking forum held in  
December 2021 

To scale up learning and linking, a forum held in December 2021 (14th -

16th), brought together 54 representatives from 46 institutions where the 

agreed structure of the alliance was proposed, with an interim  

advisory council and a task force to review the strategy based on the ex-

panded membership and needs. The forum brought experiences from exist-

ing members and allowing new members to share their own experiences 

and challenges and if they have been in other networks. 
Linking and learning forum 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Signing of MoU between NLC & IMPACT 
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Research and documentation 

University of Sheffield:  

The Desert Locust research carried out to document the oral  

History, the indigenous Knowledge and approaches of  

addressing the locust invasion. 8 Community researchers were 

engaged and 30 community scouts trained on identification,  

reporting and documentation of the onset of Locust before  

hashing to call for response. 

International Institute for Environmental Development: 

“Engaging citizens for socially-just climate action” - A research 

that involved IMPACT, SWT, Sang'ida Foundation, WTL, ISID, 

Isiolo Peace Link, Isiolo Gender Watch and Mid-P. During the 

research period the Alliance members were responding to Covid-

19 by embracing digital technology for awareness creation, use 

of songs and art mass messaging.  

International Development Studies :  

Project i): “Understanding the Impacts of Covid-19 in Fragile 

and Conflict Affected Regions: A Case Study of Northern  

Kenya”. More than 850 daily diaries that were recorded. 

United State Institute of Peace :   

Project ii) : “Supporting Grassroots Environmental Peace 

building Movements in Northern Kenya”.  

Workshops, meetings & conferences  

Conferences : 

 COP 26 represented by IMPACT and Sang'ida. Govern-

ment commitments to Zero 

Zoom Meetings Attended by Alliance Members : 

 Community Land  

 Covid Collective Fireside Zoom events on building net-

works across the collective  

Trainings held : 

 UN Instruments, Mechanisms and Processes led at 

Il’Ngwesi Ecolodge (21 representatives from the partner 

organizations and institutions attended).  

Online Staff Capacity Development :  

 United Nation Guiding Principles on Business and Hu-

man Rights of indigenous peoples-2 days with 2 hours a 

week. (3 staff from IMPACT) 

 Global youth Biodiversity Training 

 Advance Human Rights Course on Indigenous Peoples. 

 Resource mobilization and Proposal writing (Vantage 

Africa school of Leadership)-2 impact staff took the 

course online. 

Resources mobilized through leveraging on CJRF-NVF 
grant in the past 3 years and Partnerships. 

FUNDER  AMOUNT  DURATION IN YEARS 

The Christensen Fund $260,000 2 

GEF $12,000 1 

Miserior €30,000  1 

United States Institute for Peace $96,000  2 

Institute for Development Studies £ 1 

Sheffield University £20,000  1 

Jac Trust £ 7 months 

UNDP $30,000  2 
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Challenges encountered : 

Covid-19 pandemic: The onset of Covid-19 in the country came with a number of challenges due to government unprepared-

ness. Access to information on the pandemic was distorted by many sources. The Indigenous people had their own information 

of which was not reliable. Falsified cure by people who wanted to extort the illiterate people. Stigmatization of the people com-

ing from the urban areas, with the tagging of Covid-19 as an urbanite’s disease. Guidelines on social distancing was a difficult to 

observe among the pastoralists. 

Floods and dry spells: The country experienced unprecedented floods that saw destruction of the major infrastructures and dam-

ages to properties and landslides in parts of the country. The road networks were cut and therefore reaching the communities was 

impossible in some areas. The dry-spell followed leading to migration of people with their livestock to areas where they could 

find pasture. This came with its own issues like livestock theft, community tensions and sporadic attacks, encroachment into 

private and community preserved areas 

 Lessons learnt : 

There is strength in coordinated collective voice. 

Collective coordinated community voices can influence change and there is power in numbers in creating landscape impact in 

addressing the common challenges affecting indigenous peoples and communities. The reach by the collective efforts of the alli-

ance is significant such that individual organizations cannot achieve alone. Securing community land/territories as individual 

organization is stressful in such vast areas where land speculators and focus for government infrastructural projects.  

Change in mundus operandi is required to create impact. 

The conventional methods of capacity building approach that pull-out communities from their social environment set-up does 

not appeal to the realities of what the communities are experiencing. Using the participatory and learning approaches in informal 

set-ups adopting the community wider gathering meeting the communities are familiar and imbedded values system bore better 

results unlike the workshops, power point presentations. One can use minimal resources with major impact that leave vivid 

memories within the community. 

Communities have the capacity for self-organizing to address their own challenges. 

The culture of doing things for people is no longer viable. Communities only need facilitation and the recognition that they have 

their solution to the challenges they experience. Coordination of the thought process, recommendations by documentation is 

what they require for them to own their solutions. Indigenous knowledge and traditional governance structure have more mean-

ing to grassroots and social movements where they generate their interventions from a bottom-up approach. 

Fear of dilution of individual partners by the alliance. 

During the various alliance partners meetings, the fear has been expressed often with some of the founding members getting 

nervous with formal registration of the alliance and opening doors for others to join. Others preferred a loose network while oth-

ers formal registration. The structures recognizing all institutions whether formal or informal as equal created some turbulence 

that had to be deliberated to eliminate and create confidence that movement building is trending in turbulent waves until there is 

calm and acceptance that for common vision to address common challenges that are of bigger magnitude can only be achieved 

with all members having equal rights. Polarization or disintegration of movements happens because there was no transparency, 

openness and trust built in the initial stages. 

CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES 
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